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CDG POLY
This fun, edgy pattern was created 
exclusively for you by Nashville native and 
long time Permobil user Charlie W. Daniels. 
This inspired design will definitely help set 
you apart as you pay homage to Charlie's 
Memory. (Learn more about Charlie's story 
on the next page.)

WATER LILY
Your chair is your canvas. These soft hues 
of pink and purple watercolor flowers 
bring your masterpiece to life.

SUGAR SKULLS
Inspired by the Mexican Holiday, Dia de 
los Muertos, this vibrant skull infused 
pattern puts a fun twist on a classic.

EXPRESS YOURSELF.

CARBON FIBRE

Permobil is excited to offer a new line of colour options featuring 
hydrographic accent pieces that allow you to choose the pattern that 
best represents your individual style. 

Leave the competition behind with the 
high tech look of carbon fibre. This black 
and grey carbon weave will give your chair 
the elegance and performance you expect 
from Permobil.

MOSSY OAK®  
BREAKUP® COUNTRYTM

Go into the wild with this exclusive 
digitally enhanced camo pattern from 
Mossy Oak. The natural elements allow 
your chair to blend in while standing out.

FIREBALL
Burn up the streets with flames so 
realistic you are bound to set off some 
alarms! With accents in deep orange and 
red against a matte black background, 
your chair has never looked so cool.



CHARLIE W. DANIELS GRAPHICS

At around 7 months old Charlie was diagnosed with Spinal 
Muscular Atrophy as well as a rare nerve disease. Never one 
to let something stand in his way Charlie's personality and 
talents took him places that some only dream. Using only his 
thumb and index finger Charlie was able to create a plethora 
of amazing designs for Nashville record labels and artists 
such as Brantley Gilbert and T-PAIN. Sadly Charlie lost his 
battle with SMA in October 2016, but Permobil is proud to 
honor his legacy with the offering of his exclusive CDG Poly 
design. 

WATCH CHARLIE'S FULL STORY ON 
WWW.PERMOBILUS.COM/CHARLIE
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